For nearly all codons, the exponential model has the highest log likelihood. This is to be partially expected due to increased parameter number in the exponential decay model compared to the uniform model, which we take into account during our model selection phase. The most likely model is highlighted in red text.
Uniform (1) Linear (2) Step-wise (3) Supplementary Table 4 : AIC values for each organism tested. Small numbers indicate that the given model is a better fit to the empirical data. Red text indicates the best fitting model for a given genome.
Supplementary Figure 1 : χ 2 test for two different bin schemes. As opposed to Fig. 1 
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Median protein abundance Supplementary Figure 19 : Summary of gene expression bins. For the protein expression dataset used in Fig. 3 of the main text, we show the cumulative distribution of expression highlighting the quartiles used to classify low and high abundance proteins, as well as the median that was used to perform the same analysis in Supplementary Fig. 21. pD p = 0.0001 p = 0.0003 tRNA match worst/a.a best/a.a. tRNA match worst/a.a. best/a.a. Supplementary Figure 20 : Classification of codons based off of tRNA Adaptation Index. Instead of separating codons based on frequency of occurrence in a highly expressed reference set, we separate codons based on the codon value in the tRNA Adaptation Index(tAI). For each of the 18 redundantly coded amino acids, we select the best and worst codon and separate these into 'low' and 'high' tAI categories (n =18 and 18, respectively) and compare the pD values between the two sets.
tRNA match worst best tRNA match worst best pD pD pD p = 0.0167 p < 0.0001 p < 0.0001 p = 0.0004 p = 0.0002 p = 0.0001 Supplementary Figure 21 : As in Fig. 3 of main text, using median gene expression to delineate low and high abundance proteins. The results of Fig. 3 are significant when defining lowly and highly abundant proteins using the median of the expression set rather than the top and bottom quartiles. % increase in R 2 Supplementary Figure 24 : CAI calculations with different reference set. In the manuscript, we show the traditionally used 27 gene reference set. To demonstrate robustness, here we show the same figures and calculations using a distinct reference set of highly expressed genes. In general, this reference set performs more poorly at predicting transcript/protein abundances and percent increases between our exponential fits and the traditional uniform calculation are slightly lower, albeit still positive and highly significant.
